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Introduction 
What are Sex Laws Good For? 

What are sex laws good for? Are they regulating 

sexual behavior? Are they helping the state supervise 

what we do in bed, and with whom? Are they protect-

ing minors?  

Or are they safeguarding morality?  

What is the reason they have been established in 

the first place, and when? And by whom? Are they 

built upon rational and verifiable principles, or upon 

irrational assumptions, or the dubious term ‘public 

morals,’ which ghosts around in legal textbooks.   

What about facets that show the complexity of 

non-sadistic childlove, and its closeness to caring, lov-

ing behavior that is typical for the parent-child rela-

tion? The definition of the paraphilias contain that 

element of potential harm, of dangerousness, and 

also the clause of lacking consent.  
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American sexologist Dr. Moser writes that this def-

inition is flawed, as it can be shown that even sexual 

sadists choose their partners according to their need 

for consenting relationships; newer research showed 

in addition that they do find their partners, as there 

are many more people consenting to this kind of un-

usual sex interaction that involves bondage, sharp ob-

jects, and here, well a certain dangerousness of it all. 

But it’s not true that sexual sadists were rapists in that 

they needed to have non-consenting intercourse. Dr. 

Moser made that very clear in his paper. 

—Charles Allan Moser, DSM-IV-TR and the Paraphilias: 
an argument for removal, with Peggy J. Kleinplatz, Jour-
nal of Psychology and Human Sexuality 17 (3/4), 91-109 
(2005). 

However, he makes a clear distinction regarding 

adult-child sexual relations, not from the psychiatric 

point of view, but because of criminal law. Laws can 

only be changed by the lawmaker and we need to re-

spect what is set in place. The present study makes no 

exception here, and I can only say in full agreement 

with Dr. Moser that what I can do here is to show 

there are arguments that a future lawmaker may de-

cide differently on the question. 
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INTRODUCTION

I am going to show in this essay the interesting 

parallels between childlove and sensuality, the impor-

tance of sensuality especially for children and adoles-

cents, and their often unfulfilled need for more sensu-

ality. Hence, when the pedophile relation remains in 

the realm of the sensual, without stepping into the 

outright sexual, then not only do criminal laws not 

apply, but also from a social and ethical point of view, 

there is virtually nothing that can reasonably be for-

warded against such kind of relations, as the behavior 

on the side of the adult is simply caring, not demand-

ing, and not offending.  

Besides, I also describe behaviors that well fall un-

der criminal law, but I describe them to show their 

sensual and non-paraphilic character. I assume that 

children do have the ability to consent to pleasures 

given and taken. I also put up a hypothesis, namely 

that it’s possible that a number of those who call 

themselves ‘pedophiles’ do not actually search out 

sex with children, but tender sensual relations that 

have a predominantly caring character. While in their 

fantasies, they may well desire penetration, they 

somehow manage to hold back because of the obvi-

ous vulnerability of the child partner, to even attempt 

11
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it. Hence, an argument could be made to treat non-

penetrative adult-child sexual relations differently 

than penetrative ones. 

Further, I am going to elucidate the question if 

pedophilia is considered as ‘criminal behavior’ simply 

because of the fact it’s regarded as abnormal? Hence, 

we have to ask, is there any ‘normal’ sexual behavior; 

in other words, can a standard of sexual normalcy be 

defined at all? 

After, these preliminary questions, I come to the 

essential, namely the strangest body of law there is in 

the world, sex laws.  

In my career as a lawyer I have dealt with these 

laws quite a bit, as they were my particular research 

topic, while I was not the only jurist to be disgusted 

by them. I remember that in our criminal law class at 

Saarland University law faculty, Professor Dr. Krause, 

criminologist, was long before me! He said that none 

of our so-called sex laws had merited the qualifier 

‘law’ as they were for the most part arbitrary injunc-

tions, built upon extra-legal considerations, such as 

moral opinions, instead of being drafted as rational 

and verifiable deeds. In addition, he showed us with 

many examples that most of these laws are flagrant 
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violations of constitutional guarantees, especially the 

guarantee of nulla poena sine lege, also known as 

due process, and thus of the very foundations of 

democracy. 

After a year of postgraduate research conducted 

in the United States, at the University of Georgia Law 

School, I was so revolted by the disturbing current sex 

laws that I put myself at work to draft a legal bill that 

intently liberates all forms of mutually consenting sex-

ual behavior from state supervision and control and 

leaves the stress solely upon cases involving physical 

and sexual violence. In this draft bill, that I am going 

to publish and discuss further down, I propose a law 

that does not punish love or life, but only violence 

which is something no responsible society should tol-

erate.  

In my attempt to publish that first paper on physi-

cal and sexual violence against children, I was reject-

ed by three publishers, one from Germany, one from 

the Netherlands and one from the United States. My 

paper was found to be either ‘too feminist’ or ‘too re-

volting,’ depending on the orientation of the publish-

er. But I was encouraged to persist in my efforts, for 

example by Françoise Dolto (1908-1988), the late 

13
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French child therapist and author of worldwide 

renown that I knew in person. Dr. Dolto agreed with 

me that sex laws as they are at present, and especially 

the laws for the protection of minors, with their legal 

consent ages, are really punishing life, and that their 

effect upon minors is all but protective; she found that 

these laws namely enslave children and rob them of 

their body.  

On the other hand, it has to be seen that many 

psychoanalysts, and especially those, like Dolto, who 

follow the Freudian approach, are double-tongued in 

that on one hand they concede the child the right for 

self gratification in form of masturbation, but on the 

other deny the child real erotic relationships with a 

mate, and thus partner relations.  

In fact, from the moment Freud rejected Reich’s 

activism for children having erotic peer relations, with 

the argument that culture has to prevail, psychoanaly-

sis by and large backed up Western society’s persis-

tent denial of children’s free love life. 

Sex laws seldom hit their goal because few people 

are inclined to follow legal rules that are off-track, irra-

tional, ineffective, unjust or arbitrary. This is true for 

whatever legislation, not only for sex laws, but equally 
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for alcohol or drug prohibitions. There appears to be 

a paradox: prohibitions contain an inherent seduction 

to be broken, even if there is draconic punishment 

waiting for the law breaker.  

Democracy can be measured on the scale of its 

prohibitory statutes. A system that regards its mem-

bers as irresponsible wheels in a machine will tend to 

rule all and everything about them, leaving them little 

personal choice, and granting them only a minimum 

amount of personal freedom. Such a system will try to 

impose strict inflexible rules of conduct upon each 

individual and leave it to the judiciary to deal with 

those who offend the ant republic.  

Anglo-Saxon terminology is in this respect reveal-

ing in that it speaks of the offender and the sex of-

fender. These terms show that under the present par-

adigm criminal law actually retaliates against people 

who offend the system and that victim protection is a 

fake concern. Thus, we are still in the midst of the 

Middle-Ages. Furthermore, the term sex offender is 

outright ridiculous whatever one understands under 

it; nobody can offend sex, and sex cannot offend the 

system. So who does offend what in this truly criminal 

legal terminology? The so-called offender then is ac-

15
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tually not a sex offender but rather a ‘morality offend-

er.’ 

By contrast, a society that basically trusts its indi-

viduals, and regards them as responsible citizens will 

formulate its criminal laws only as a regulatory means 

for extreme, violent or extremely dangerous behavior. 

In other words, such a society will only be inclined to 

use criminal laws for the purposes of confronting vio-

lent and thus non-consenting sexual behavior. Since 

violence is violence regardless of the form it takes, the 

democratic society envisioned by this bill will consider 

love and sexuality as basic forms of human expression 

and togetherness. It will apply restrictions only where 

violence is superimposed upon sex or linked to sex in 

a way that sex becomes a weapon to overpower, to 

subdue or to humiliate the sexual partner. Thus, the 

target behavior for criminal laws will be violence, and 

not sex. In other words, it is the element of violence 

that will qualify for sexual behavior being illegal.  

From the moment we liberalize sexuality from its 

moralistic stigma, in much the same way as we have 

done for homosexuality, and children from child pro-

tection, which are both residues of inquisitory church 

laws and, as such, have no place in a modern legal 
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system, we have no choice but admit that sexuality, 

for people of whatever age, cannot reasonably be 

subjected to governmental regulation and interfer-

ence.  

Regarding laws of consent, they have hardly any 

justification in a democratic society because their ra-

tionale is not really protection but rather paternalistic 

control and enslavement. What I am trying to say is 

that the current age of consent laws are a form of 

‘false imprisonment,’ if you will, in the sense that the 

lives of children are heavily guarded and thus their 

very freedom is limited.  

In addition, it has to be seen that sex laws are 

largely ineffective to prevent sexual violence, which is 

a fact everyone knows who reads the daily news. 

On the other hand, there is no rationale to incrimi-

nate consenting love and sex between generations 

whatever the age of the partners may be. If sex laws 

at all protect anything, it’s morality—or what in legal 

textbooks is called ‘public morals,’ which is a chew-

ing-gum clause that can be used to put behind bars 

all and everybody when their opinions do not please 

the current government.  

17
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It’s really a clause that opens the door to fascism 

and tyranny; while such clauses have been banned 

throughout our modern legal system, they still do 

their devil’s business in sex laws.  

You can justify practically all with such lofty expres-

sions and it’s precisely because of their lacking con-

tours, that this term and many other similar terms are 

not fit for being part of modern criminal law as they 

violate constitutional liberties and are thus unconstitu-

tional.  

What I am saying is that if only one person would 

fight it through our legal system until the Supreme 

Court of the United States, there is a high probability 

that the catch-all clause of ‘public morals’ would be 

declared unconstitutional under the Constitution of 

the United States of America. 

Karl Marx has convincingly shown that moral opin-

ions in any given culture are but an overlay pattern or 

roof structure over the base structure that is made up 

by the social and economic conditions. You can also 

say the moralistic roof structure of any given society 

follows the economic root structure. This can exem-

plarily be shown with age-of-consent laws.  

18
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With growing industrialization, and the corre-

sponding longer educational cycle, the child re-

mained a child for a more extended period of time. 

Still within the craftsmanship-subsistence culture of 

the Middle-Ages, social maturity of the child generally 

coincided with sexual maturity, at age twelve to four-

teen.  

Before the shift from liberalism to fascism in the 

years 1996-1998 in most Western countries, the re-

form of age-of-consent laws was seriously discussed 

by various national parliaments, such as for example 

the Italian, the German and the Dutch parliaments. In 

Germany, the Green Party came up with the proposal 

to lower the age of consent to 14 years of age.  

In Holland, the situation was even more liberal as 

the police did not persecute sua sponte any contra-

vention to the age of consent, when the child was 

more than 12 years old. Only in case that both parents 

and child submitted a written demand for criminal 

persecution, the police enforced the law.  

Another point of discussion were homosexual pe-

dosexual contacts; it was said that they should even-

tually be treated in the same way as heterosexual pe-

dosexual contacts. Traditionally, even in Holland, 
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these relations were treated differently. And in most 

States of the United States, they are treated different-

ly as well. For example in Georgia, the age of consent 

for girls is eighteen, for boys twenty-one.  

As there is no rational basis for the discrimination 

of same-sex pedoerotic contacts, most parliamentary 

committees wanted to abolish them, as they had 

been abolished in Holland after the spectacular inter-

vention of Senator Dr. Edward Brongersma who was 

charged with a six-months prison sentence for having 

had sex with a boy of sixteen years of age.  

However, Dr. Brongersma fought against the 

judgment and eventually won the legal action against 

the Dutch Government, and as a result the penal 

code was changed to abolish any difference between 

heterosexual and homosexual adult-child sexual rela-

tions. 

It is obvious that the lowering of ages of consent 

cannot qualify for a real paradigm change! This kind 

of liberalization rests with the old repressive patriar-

chal paradigm. And when we look behind the curtain, 

we understand that the only purpose of this so-called 

reform was political day-time fuss, and not a real 

change of basic beliefs.  

20



Chapter One 
Childlove and Sensuality 

Children whose access to natural sensuality has 

been barred are at the onset of neurosis, of psychosis, 

of schizophrenia.  

The repression of sensuality is a crime against the 

child, against the new generations, against humanity! 

Sensuality is inextricably linked with awareness, with 

sensitiveness. It’s a form of acute awareness of the 

present moment, a peculiar state of lucidity!  

To repress sensuality means to lower awareness to 

a lesser-than-human level, a level of evolution that is 

far lower than the animal level.  

Some of the more visible results of this emosexual 

mutilation is Cartesian reasoning, scientism, reduc-

tionism and intellectualism. And as Michel Odent per-

tinently coined it, another undesirable effect of this 
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phenomenon is what he called the ‘scientification of 

love.’ 

—Michel Odent, The Scientification of Love (1999). 

Emotional intelligence is not possible without sen-

suality, body care, and a high amount of freedom for 

play. Every culture that represses sensuality and 

makes religious perversion its main paradigm creates 

violence and reduces happiness on earth. In these 

cultures, that are now unfortunately the reigning and 

most powerful nations on the globe, the free body 

play of children is manipulated in the most shameful 

way. The attention of the child is intently directed 

away from the body and toward toys that in some way 

replace the body. Pleasure is channeled into lifeless 

objects and taken away from its source that is the 

body, whereby the body is betrayed from early life. 

This cultural betrayal of the body is a sin against life 

and brings about deadly disease, mental illness, ge-

netic degeneration and premature aging.  

The specific sensual pleasure in childlove does not 

contain plastic nor artificial flavors or pesticides. It’s a 

remembrance of one’s own body play years ago, and 

this both for the adult and the child. Thus, it simply is 
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natural. There are other stimuli that can be observed 

and extracted from a multitude of individual reports.  

For the adult, what contributes to sensual arousal 

for a child is the smallness of the child and their limbs, 

for the child it’s, in analogy the tallness of the adult 

and their limbs.  

The specific arousal value for a man when having 

sex with a child or when fantasizing about sex with a 

child is related to the smaller size of the child, their 

agile movements, their more flexible limbs, their 

higher skin tonus, their spontaneity, their fresh natural 

smell, their sometimes fish-like graciousness when 

they get excited and roll under the hands of their 

lover, their beautiful hair, and so forth, combined with 

a certain clumsiness that comes from the fact that 

they still have to learn the love game.  

Other sensual pleasures typically are related to the 

innocent carefreeness of children and the fact that 

their consciousness is acute when doing body play 

and not distracted by smoking or drinking habits, 

that, as we all know, considerably lower our level of 

awareness. Thus, the intensity of sensual touch with a 

child is per se greater along these lines than with an 

adult.  
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Furthermore, most childlovers enjoy being licked 

by their love child and, contrary to many adults, chil-

dren experience less of a revulsion to lick their lover’s 

feet or rectum, and for the adult partner the fact that 

the child has a small tongue and tiny mouth can be a 

peak experience of sex in this context—that obviously 

does not need penetration for getting at a maximum 

of shared pleasure.  

Many if not all childlovers also adore to caress and 

lick the small bottom and tiny feet of their love chil-

dren or, if the love child is tiny, to take their feet and 

hands in their mouth for moments.  

Most children’s reaction to sensual body play is 

more vivid, more joyful and more passionate than 

adults’ reactions, simply because adults are already 

used to that kind of thing while most children are 

newcomers to sex, and generally very fond of any play 

with their bodies. Most childlovers emphasize that 

they derive considerable pleasure and emotional 

gratification from the fact that, as a result of the child’s 

inexperience, they can initiate and educate their love 

child for sex. I know that some childlovers are put off 

if, against their expectation, they meet a child who is 

already sexually experienced!  
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To give a voice to the contrary view, let me again 

reference Bronislaw Malinowski’s research with the 

Trobriand culture. The Trobriands, a tribal culture in 

New Guinea, who are sexually permissive with their 

children, believe that pedophilia is the result of a lack 

of sexual maturity. They laugh when, what rarely hap-

pens in their culture, a man shows sexual interest in 

children. They are permissive toward childlove, but 

cannot understand why somebody could possibly be 

interested in a creature that is not experienced in sex 

and also physically not really in state to perform all 

possible forms of copulation. Thus childlovers, in this 

culture, are not threatened, not despised and not dis-

carded—they are ridiculed by the whole village! Peo-

ple just laugh at them as they cannot understand how 

somebody could be requiring so little from a sexual 

partner.  

And behold, some firmly heterosexual men I have 

interviewed about childlove told me they do not feel 

aggression or hate toward pedophiles but cannot 

help smiling about them since they can’t understand 

why they did not prefer a young and experienced 

woman over a clumsy and sexually illiterate child! On 

the other hand, while they said they did not need or 
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desire children for sex, they admitted that it was a 

wonderful sensual experience to be naked with a 

child and share body touch.  

And I think this is an aspect that has never been 

really validated in the discussion of loving children. It 

could well be that a large amount of those accused of 

pedophilia actually are searching for sensuality, not 

sexuality, in their embracing a child, and that much 

here is actually a form of miscommunication and of 

emotional confusion. There is a certain probability 

that these men or women have experienced sensuali-

ty in childhood only in an eroticized or even sexual-

ized manner, and within a codependent relationship 

with a parent, where typically emotions were experi-

enced as entangled and confused.  

What namely happens in codependent relation-

ships where the parent considers the child as a part-

ner replacement is that the borders between me and 

you are being blurred; the result is that the child is 

largely impeded from building a clear body image. 

And such cofusion counteracts to the child’s natural 

striving for autonomy. The inevitable consequence of 

the confusion of body limits is that sensuality and 

sexuality are becoming confused and one is taken for 
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the other, or, more specifically, sexuality is sought af-

ter as a compensation for lacking sensuality. In other 

words, this means that natural and nonsexual touch 

that is nurturant and harmless is considered as ‘sexual 

and harmful.’ 

Here, initial wrong conditioning can be changed 

using hypnotherapy or Gestalt therapy where the em-

phasis is put on relearning nonsexual body touch, 

emotional and physical closeness that is shared and 

sought after without a need for genital play and or-

gasm. But this reconditioning that a self-aware 

childlover could do as a preventive measure is almost 

rendered impossible in a society that does not value 

sensuality positively and that on its own metagroup 

level tends to confuse sensuality with sexuality.  

For example, if a babysitter is jailed for having 

taken baths with the children or for having practiced 

childcare techniques known from aboriginal cultures, 

such as sleeping naked with the child, carrying the 

naked baby on the back, or given baby massage as it 

is known in India, then we face a meta-confusion, a 

confusion at the very root of our society. 

This is, to repeat it, how this society, by its abhor-

rent lack of awareness and intelligent permissiveness, 
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breads violence and wrong behavior patterns by in-

ducing in young people a lasting confusion between 

sensuality and sexuality.  

Permissive education, if practiced consistently and 

as part of a new holistic governmental policy, could 

act counter to this widespread confusion and estab-

lish order in the community, and safety for children. 

28



Chapter Two 
Childlove and Normalcy 

Some people forward the opinion that sexually all 

what is not adult-adult love is ultimately the result of 

some or the other form of inhibition or perversion, 

and that, thus, there was something like a concept of 

normalcy that says ‘the best sex is the one between 

two adult and mature partners of different sexes.’  

In personal correspondence, the person who 

wrote me this sentence came up with an extended 

and profit-based project for ‘curing pedophiles’ 

through exposing them to sexually highly experi-

enced prostitutes in Thailand.  

This guy, who is a fervent avatar of logical reality, 

intended to charge every prospect the sum of twenty 

thousand dollars for such a treatment.  

I replied to him that I have formal objections 

against any such form of so-called therapy, and this 
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for well-founded ethical reasons. Let’s not forget that 

such ideas abound in all fascist and totalitarian 

regimes and were an integral part of Hitler’s euthana-

sia strategies.  

This is what I have to object: 

‣ Normalcy does not exist in nature;  

‣ Normalcy is a left-brain concept, a pure intellec-
tual construct; 

‣ The formula normalcy equals heterosexuality fol-
lows the same bias;  

‣ Heterosexuality is a cultural concept or idea, 
nothing real; 

‣ Sexuality is not a fixated condition;  

‣ Humans are not animals who follow instinctual 
conditioning; 

‣ Human sexuality is not a self-executing drive;  

‣ Human sexuality is not an automatism; 

‣ Human sexuality is not distinct, not abstract from 
human emotions; 
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‣ Sex attraction follows emotional attraction, not 
vice versa; 

‣ Sexual attraction cannot be split off from the indi-
vidual person;  

‣ Sexual attraction is part of the soul continuum of 
the person;  

‣ Sexual attraction is invested with vital energy; 

‣ Transforming a human being sexually is no solu-
tion; 

‣ Transforming a human being sexually violates 
human dignity. 

The argument that ethical considerations are not 

relevant when the person gives a valid consent is ju-

ridically not tenable as there are a matters so vital that 

they cannot be given to being consented to, as for 

example, consenting to another killing oneself will not 

discharge the other from murder or manslaughter, 

and here the same must apply as sexuality is an intrin-

sic part of a human life, whatever this sexuality is like. 

Asking people to pay a huge sum of money for 

sexual transformation or changing on demand the 

sexual conditioning is unethical in my view. In the case 
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that full consent is present, it is still unethical when 

the money taken for such a treatment is exorbitant; 

besides there is little chance that the treatment will be 

effective.  

While the sexual setup can well be changed in 

some cases so that a boylover may indeed be able to 

sleep with women, the more important emotional at-

traction that is at the basis of the sexual component 

will not be affected; thus the man will perhaps well 

sleep with girls but he will go out emotionally dissatis-

fied or even with a bad taste in the mouth because 

emotionally he still will feel attracted to boys; this is 

what feels right for him; thus the re-conditioning will 

rather have added to the discomfort of the person 

than to their comfort level.  

This is so because emotional attraction that is, to 

repeat it, at the basis of sexual attraction, is not the 

result of conditioning; it has many origins, some being 

karmic, others being individual, and not all are invol-

untary; in fact some are the result of conscious choice. 

For example I can choose to care for children because 

I am against money and power, while I can see great 

good in taking care of children, especially in a world 

that is so cruel to children in many societies. And I 
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give a priority to my emotional attraction to children 

and say, for example, it counts more for me than so-

cial status and comfort or a high salary. I can then 

choose to become an educator for realizing my vision. 

At the basis of my decision is my emotional predilec-

tion for children. So this decision is based on an emo-

tional preference and this in turn is based upon some-

thing we are hardly aware of, and that I call soul val-

ues. And then I go one step ahead and say that in cer-

tain cases and for reasons we do not yet really know, 

people develop a sexual attraction on top of their 

emotional preference, or as a result of it. Behold, not 

all people do, but certain well, and often without be-

ing conscious of it—until it’s too late. The only solu-

tion here is not treatment, but total acceptance of our 

attractions, whatever they are; because this accep-

tance is the condition of a higher level of conscious-

ness to develop.  

When I replied with these arguments, the person 

wrote back:  

I believe the most fulfilling sexual experience any 
mature human is capable of even at an individual 
level (excluding certain genetic factors) is with a ma-
ture partner of the opposite sex. 

And I replied further:  
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As you stated at the very beginning, it’s a belief. And 
I would even say nothing but a belief. In addition, no 
genetic factors conditioning human sexuality have 
ever been validly proven. They were all more or less 
part and parcel of terror regimes’ doctoring people 
for social adjustment and thus, in terms of the Red 
Cross Conventions, exerting forms of torture. So-
called scientific research based on such kind of soil 
cannot be trusted by any serious scientist. While one 
might argue that in view of body shape and size of 
genitals, two adult partners ideally fit in each other 
(while this is again an assumption because a petite 
girl being penetrated by a huge bulldog man may 
experience extreme pain) but not an adult and a 
child, the answer here is equally simple: not all in 
sexuality is teleological with the ultimate goal of (to-
tal) penetration; all is here subject to dialogue, to 
mutual bargain, to peaceful discussion, to trial-and-
error over time, to play-like fun, and so on. And the 
ultimate satisfaction is not always and I would even 
say typically not the sexual satisfaction but the emo-
tional satisfaction or the congruence between emo-
tional and sexual fulfillment with one and the same 
partner.  

This can well happen between an adult and a 

child, despite the obvious divergence in body size 

and genitals. I would even to as far as saying that the 

very fact of the existence of childlove shows that na-

ture has not programmed us like machines that do 

sex as a robotic obsession so that, as it were, ‘all fits in 

each other.’ We are not machines, we are human be-
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ings. We are more like cigars, hand-made and indi-

vidually differently shaded, some coming with broken 

leaves, some having a different tint.  

We are not cigarettes, machine-produced, every 

single piece like any other one, exactly the same. 

There is no straight line in nature, only in human intel-

lectualism.  

The compulsion to ‘do sex’ is a left-brain concept, 

a pure intellectual construct and it came up probably 

as an anti-reaction against patriarchal sex repression.  

It also is part of the competition culture where sex 

is most of the time a matter of performance which 

makes that many men today are driven, time and 

again, into temporary, sporadic or even long-term im-

potence. 
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Chapter Three 
When Law Punishes Life 

Let us have a look what ages of consent are good 

for, or supposed to be good for! What is the idea be-

hind segregating age groups and why is sexuality not 

allowed for all age groups? Why do laws almost 

everywhere rigidly fix certain ages for sex, and do not 

ask if sexual activity was constructive or damaging, 

peaceful or violent, coercive or consenting? 

Law experts tend to argue that a precise age of 

consent assures legal clarity and certainty because in 

most cases it was not to make out if an individual 

child would experience sex positively or negatively.  

Another argument brought forward by criminolo-

gists is that criminal law could not handle psychologi-

cal questions and therefore needs to be clear-cut. I 

heard several of my lawyer colleagues advancing this 

argument that upon further inquiry reveals to be bare-
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ly correct. The true answer is that age of consent laws 

have no rational basis at all, and that their existence 

has merely historical reasons: they were the succes-

sors of Canon Law, that is Church law that preceded 

state law in all Western cultures.  

Hence, the answer can only be found if we look at 

legal history, and inquire into how age-of-consent 

laws came about in the first place, what their original 

meaning was, and why they were at all introduced.  

This inquiry is interesting because it will give the 

answer to the question why there was and will be no 

paradigm change in matters of sex legislation! This is 

so because the socioeconomic base layer for these 

laws is no more existing.  

I have done this inquiry for the criminal law of the 

United States which is a common law jurisdiction; 

criminal laws vary from state to state and there is a 

large body of case law to help interpreting the 

statutes.  

Sex laws are existing only since the beginning of 

patriarchy, and thus since around five thousand years. 

A marking event in history that usually is associated 

with the beginning of sex laws is the so-called Code 
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of Hammurabi, which probably for the first time in le-

gal history contained a provision for the rape of a fe-

male child. 

—King Hammurabi (1792-1750 B.C.), sixth king of the 
Amorite Dynasty of Old Babylon, is considered as the 
avatar or even founder of patriarchy by most social histo-
rians. Hammurabi’s Code of Laws is by far the earliest-
known example of a ruler proclaiming publicly to his 
people an entire body of laws, arranged in orderly 
groups, so that all men might read and know what was 
required of them. This body of law was also the first in 
history that contained a compulsive rule on sexual be-
havior which was enforced by Draconian punishments, 
which regularly included violent beatings, torture, forced 
castration or even the death penalty. 

SECTION 130 CODE OF HAMMURABI  

If a man violate(s) the wife (betrothed or child-wife) 
of another man, who has never known a man, and 
still lives in her father’s house, and sleep with her and 
be surprised, this man shall be put to death, but the 
wife is blameless.  

From the wording, two interesting conclusions can 

be drawn. First, it was possible at this time that men 

married female children and consummated the mar-

riage with them, second, the code did not want to 

protect the females but their male proprietor, an in-

terpretation which is conclusive when looking at the 

origin of the word ‘rape’ in English, it namely comes 
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etymologically from Latin rapus and meant theft; the 

term originally had no connotation with sexuality. It 

was applied for the theft of human beings, as this was 

a common behavior in olden times for males to get a 

sex partner or even a spouse, just by ‘stealing’ a 

young boy or girl.  

In most cases, those abductions however were of a 

temporary nature, as the child was taken back home 

after a fortnight. What is more, such cases did not end 

in a tragedy, as it is so common today when a child is 

abducted for sex.  

In preceding cultures of which one was the matri-

archal Minoan Civilization of Crete, the only sex taboo 

was incest in direct line, whereas otherwise there were 

no sexual restrictions. Notably, in this culture, the sex-

uality of children was completely free and looked at 

with a permissive attitude; this is still today the case 

with peaceful native cultures. 

When we seriously wonder why we have sex laws 

and what they do in our society, or ought to do, we 

may realize how little our laws actually act against the 

madness-track that we are on as a society. What is the 

use of establishing laws based upon principles that, 

not only being irrational and largely out-of-date, were 
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put up against the laws of nature, and of love? At the 

end of the day we have endless prison miles filled 

with people who are in for their love or for having 

mishandled their vital energy. I am asking where the 

benefit of such lawmaking is for the betterment of so-

ciety and the advancement of humanity and culture?  

It is a fact that sex laws very clearly are preventing 

children from receiving various forms of body plea-

sure, despite the fact that, in the meantime, it is scien-

tifically proven that tactile and emotional deprivation 

creates havoc in children’s psyche and immune sys-

tem.  

My thirty years of research on sex laws involving 

children revealed that the rationale, or rather irra-

tionale, behind these laws evidently is the alleged sin-

ful character of sex, and not any possible destructive 

consequences of violence inflicted upon a child. This 

is not surprising since present sex laws are the rem-

nants of a legal body created by the Christian Church, 

that was founded upon moralism rather than humani-

tarian, let alone bioenergetic principles.  

At the time when the predecessors of our current 

age-of-consent laws were drafted, the child as a per-

son had no legal status; children’s legal status was de-
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rived from the legal status of their father. It is very im-

portant to keep this in mind when reviewing present 

age-of-consent laws for they were drafted originally 

from this perspective, and not from our perspective as 

21st century citizens with our focus on the child’s ulti-

mate welfare.  

This is particularly important when we deal with 

terms such as ‘sexual 

purity,’ ‘innocence,’ ‘decency,’ ‘modesty,’ ‘moral con-

duct’ or ‘moral integrity’ for these terms actually let us 

see that the object of protection is not the child or 

the child’s physical integrity, but a societal, cultural, 

ideal or religious value such as morality—whatever 

this is.  

And whatever it is, it shouldn’t be of relevance for 

a modern lawmaker in a democracy that wants to 

mark a difference to fundamentalist horror regimes.  

While the sexual purity or innocence of a child is 

historically a relatively recent idea, and while this idea 

may have some importance within the Christian value 

system, the mass media today seem to suggest that 

we deal in so far with a biological or psychological 

truth. 
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—See Unlawful Sex (1985), 4.3, p. 20. 

 And this despite the fact that progressive child 

psychologists such as Alayne Yates clearly state that a 

child’s sexual purity is a pure myth. Despite that, our 

outdated sexual laws take it for granted that a child 

has to be protected from experiencing the most plea-

surable side of life. 

—See Alayne Yates, Sex Without Shame (1978). 

Many a brutal attack against a child is performed 

by parents or educators exactly because children act 

against the innocence terror imposed upon them by 

an anti-life culture, and actively pursue to have sex 

with peers or adults they love. And how ferocious 

punishments tend to be for this truly innocent reason, 

and how disproportionate they regularly are, is a mat-

ter of common knowledge. Alexander S. Neill, 

founder of Summerhill School in England reports in 

his book such an incident following sex play he had as 

a boy with his sister. 

—See in A.S. Neill’s autobiography Neill! Neill! Orange-
Peel! (1972). The traumatic effects of such early punish-
ment for sex play and its lasting influence on the per-
sonality of the later adult have since long been discov-
ered by psychoanalysis. 
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Sex laws are among the most hilarious perversities 

in our whole legal body. When girls were only sexually 

mature at around 14 in the Middle Ages, they could 

consent to sex from age 10.  

Later, when puberty occurred at about 12 years of 

age, the consent of girls under 16 was considered 

legally invalid. Today, in the Western world, puberty 

happens between ten and twelve years of age be-

cause of highly potent and hormone-rich nutrition, 

but a fifteen-year old girl cannot make love with her 

older boyfriend without the boy risking to be charged 

with statutory rape. 

What is the point of such legal nonsense?  

The fact is that there is no logic in sex laws be-

cause they are not made on the basis of rational rea-

soning but reflect irrational moralistic ideas that origi-

nate from non-legal sources: church law, folk wisdom, 

superstition and a more or less total ignorance about 

physical love as it is so typical for Western culture as a 

whole.  

What these laws do is to kill life and pervert man 

into a beast that has spoiled its natural and innocent 

sexuality, replacing it by a mix of sex-plus-violence 
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that makes him a highly dangerous creature. The pro-

scription of love, as we defined it as being mutually 

consenting sexual activity between humans regardless 

of age, is likely to cause psychosomatic disease, and 

generally turns man into an aggressive individual.  

So, for everybody who has some common sense 

left, it should become clear that those laws have to be 

revised or, best, abandoned if humanity is to survive 

into a less violent and peaceful era. 

Statutory Rape 

Three precedents by the Supreme Court of Ar-

kansas in 1891, 1897 and 1904 show evidently how 

statutory rape came to be recognized as a legal term.  

While, according to an early English statute, the 

original rule incorporated in American common law 

was ‘if any person shall unlawfully and carnally know 

and abuse any woman-child under the age of ten 

years, it shall be a felony without clergy,’ the courts 

have extended more and more the term abuse of a 

woman-child. 

—Wharton’s Criminal Law (1979), § 291, p. 43. 
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In a 1891 case, Warner v. State, the Supreme Court 

of Arkansas still distinguished between rape as non-

consenting intercourse which was punishable with 

death, and the carnal and unlawful knowledge of a 

female child under the age of puberty which was pun-

ishable between 5 and 21 years in the penitentiary. (54 

Ark 660, 17 SW 6) 

The court stated that ‘[t]he crime of carnally know-

ing a female child under the age of puberty can be 

committed only when the victim is under 12 years old, 

and has sufficient intelligence to know the nature of 

the act, and to consent, and does consent thereto.’  

According to an earlier decision of the same court 

(Coates v. State (1888), 7 SW 304), puberty was 

deemed to begin with 12 years of age. In the case, 

the girl had been 11-years old and the accused had 

offered proof as to her consenting to intercourse.  

In the 1897 case, Bond v. State, a new statute was 

considered which made punishable carnal knowledge 

of a girl under 16 years of age with or without her 

consent. (63 Ark 504, 39 SW 554) Thus, the distinction 

between forcible rape (intercourse without consent) 

and consenting intercourse, which was still a basis of 
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the 1891 precedent, was abandoned by the new 

statute.  

The result was that forcible rape, which means 

sexual violence, became assimilated with consenting 

intercourse! Even without looking at consequences of 

such an abstruse legal situation, from a legal policy 

point of view, it’s not only nonsense, but forbidden to 

do that as a legislator. It’s against all and every rule of 

sound legal policy! 

It had two consequences. Firstly, the former ulti-

mate punishment in form of the death penalty for 

forcible rape was lowered to the punishment of statu-

tory rape (5 to 21 years penitentiary). Thus, the rapist 

of an adult woman was punished much harder than 

the rapist of a girl under sixteen!  

Secondly, consenting intercourse with girls be-

tween ages 12 and 16 became, for the first time in his-

tory, a crime! This is strange because the courts af-

firmed that puberty was happening at age twelve 

whereas under the former liberal common law maturi-

ty happened much later. Thus the question remains 

open what in fact the new statute was to protect if not 

a pure morality principle?!  
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In the 1904 case, Plunkett v. State, the Supreme 

Court of Arkansas used for the first time the new legal 

term statutory rape which is per definition no rape, 

but a consenting sexual activity, legally deemed as 

being a rape-like offense. (72 Ark 409, 82 SW 845)  

In the case the girl had been fifteen, had consent-

ed to intercourse and had born a baby. It was not cer-

tain that the accused was the father of the baby. But 

on a charge for statutory rape evidence that the girl 

had had sexual intercourse also with other men was 

not admissible!  

Thus, even if the girl had had regular sexual inter-

course with other men and the baby had been from 

another man, the accused would not have been able 

to construe a defense from this fact.  

This again shows that what the new law of statuto-

ry rape actually protected was some dubious notion 

of ‘public morals,’ but not the corporal integrity of a 

child.  

This is furthermore corroborated by the fact that 

the statute only punished unlawful sexual intercourse, 

that is intercourse outside a valid marriage. At the 

time, girls could notably marry at age fourteen. Thus, 
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had the accused married the girl before the inter-

course happened, sex would have been lawful under 

the statute and no punishment had resulted from the 

intercourse. So what, in fact, has all this to do with 

rape and sexual violence?  

In addition, laws in this area are of a vagueness 

that must be a thorn in the eye of any sincere legal 

expert.  

We have seen that rape and statutory rape are two 

distinct offenses and that statutory rape has nothing 

to do with the forcible penetration of the female sex-

ual organ against her will, but that it typically is a con-

senting sexual activity between two persons of differ-

ent age. It is therefore pure sophism and against the 

constitutional principle of due process to classify it as 

a rape-like act. The annotated and revised Arizona 

Statutes collection notes: 

ARIZ REV STATS ANN, § 13-1401(3) 

Viewed conceptually, a female under a specified age 
is also deemed incapable of consenting and hence 
her apparent consent is treated as immaterial. 

Not enough with this legal mess, certain states 

also extended the term ‘sexual intercourse’ to en-
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compass ‘any manual masturbatory contact with the 

penis or vulva’ (Arizona). 

—Wharton’s Criminal Law (1979), § 293, p. 65 citing Code 
Ga Ann, § 26-2019 and § 298, pp. 105 ff. 

In good English, not only when the older 

boyfriend sleeps with our 15-year old, but already 

when he caresses manually her vaginal lips, and when 

they do this in Arizona, he has raped her in Arizona— 

statutorily, but nonetheless. Viewed conceptually! 

Child Molestation and Abuse 

In Georgia, another rape like offense is called child 

molestation: 

A person commits child molestation, with imprison-
ment from one to twenty years, when ‘he does any 
immoral or indecent act to or in the presence of or 
with any child under the age of fourteen years with 
the intent to arouse or satisfy the sexual desires of 
either the child or the person. 

—It is equally sufficient that the child touches the cloth-
ing covering the immediate area of the adult’s intimate 
parts, see Wharton’s Criminal Law (1979), § 298, p. 106. 

In good English, someone who touches a child’s 

genitals, or let his genitals touch by a child, or shows 
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the child how to masturbate, even if this person is the 

child’s parent, in Georgia goes to prison for twenty 

years at maximum. For, viewed conceptually, the child 

has been ‘raped’ by the sex knowledge received 

through such teaching.  

This is only one of many examples that demon-

strate that it is not the child that is protected by such 

laws, but the perpetuation of adult sexual inhibitions 

and a totally corrupt and perverted morality! It is a 

crime worth twenty years of prison to show a child 

having sexual pleasure.  

In addition, it is a crime to masturbate for hire, 

which means to stimulate the sexual organs of a client 

by a masseur or masseuse. 

—Wharton’s Criminal Law (1979), § 300, p. 112. 

In Iowa, the sexual contact with a child is a ‘lascivi-

ous act with a child,’ in Illinois it is ‘indecent liberties 

with a child’ or ‘contributing to the sexual delinquen-

cy of a child.’ 

—Id., § 297, p. 92 and § 300, p. 113. 
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This latter formulation is particularly significant. 

Not only that human sexuality destroys children and 

animals, it also renders children ‘delinquent.’  

The very contrary is true, as was shown by Alexan-

der S. Neill in Summerhill and other free schools and 

by Paul Goodman in their work with delinquent ado-

lescents: it is exactly the denial, imposed by an emo-

tionally and sexually frigid society, to love, to live their 

budding sexuality in a healthy way which contributes 

essentially to their getting on a wrong path.  

Our sex laws, our sex trials and our correction sys-

tem are a modern copy of the Church’s Inquisition 

and have very little to do with a modern penal law sys-

tem.  

They are an what I call legislative perversion. 

And the question is if a society with such an ag-

gression level has a mandate at all for protecting chil-

dren against physical or sexual violence, for it is itself 

based upon nothing but violence! 

The perversity of these laws becomes particularly 

evident when one compares them with the jurispru-

dence on corporal punishment that reveals how little 

this same society cares about the pain and the suffer-
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ing inflicted upon a child ‘in the name of its own 

good.’ To tear up the skin of a small child with a whip, 

to blow the naked bottom of a child with a stick is law-

ful; to lick it tenderly is qualified as ‘anilingus’ and is a 

criminal offense equated with sexual penetration, de-

viate intercourse or sodomy, and worth twenty years 

of jail. 

—Wharton’s Criminal Law (1979), § 297. 

Wait a moment, what appears truly deviate here is 

the value system of a society that punishes innocent 

natural pleasure and worships violence, perversion 

and brutality! 

In addition, let me mention the fact that violence 

against the child is endorsed by social custom that 

lets children fight in martial arts competitions, for 

which parents and educators actively encourage chil-

dren. These competitions are violent, they are not just 

playful or entertaining.  

Children are fought into submission.The fact that it 

is in a controlled environment with rules makes no dif-

ference. What is more dangerous for children, receiv-

ing sexual instruction from an adult that will benefit 

their erotic intelligence and wellbeing, or being face 
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to face with another child in an organized fight com-

petition where the child risks minor, moderate or seri-

ous injuries including broken bones, blood shed, 

emotional and physiological trauma? 

Law Reform 

The history of sexual laws involving children can 

clearly be retraced in the Netherlands. It was briefly 

outlined by Dr. Edward Brongersma, Dutch lawyer and 

Senator, in his Berlin University course, in 1981. 

—This and the following information about the Dutch 
sexual law reforms have kindly been provided by Dr. Ed-
ward Brongersma, at the time Senator of the Dutch 
House of Lords, and himself involved in the reforms as a 
parliamentary member. The information was given to me 
as a script entitled Der Speijer-Report, 1981 (in German 
language) that Dr. Brongersma had originally drafted for 
a lecture at Berlin University, Germany. 

Until 1886 sex with children of both sexes was not 

punishable in the Netherlands, in France until 1832. 

Homosexuality was punishable with the death penalty, 

but only in the ecclesiastical courts, which is the 

courts that applied Canon Law, the body of law estab-

lished by the Christian Church.  
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The same is true for the common law, with regard 

to sodomy.  

—See Wharton’s Criminal Law (1979), §§ 294 ff. It is typi-
cal for the Christian Church’s act-centered mechanistic 
view of sexuality that sexual behavior was judged and 
classified by the ‘acts’ performed, and not as a physical 
form of human love. As a result, in common law, sodomy 
was defined in accordance to the former ecclesiastical 
laws (canon law) from which it had been adopted as the 
‘carnal copulation of persons in other than the natural 
manner,’ i.e. in a way which was against nature (see 
Wharton’s Criminal Law, § 295, p. 77). Needless to men-
tion that it was the Church who defined what was ‘na-
ture’ and what was not. 

Contrary to the Church’s Inquisition laws, Mon-

tesquieu wrote in L’Esprit des Lois that society should 

only punish behavior that was damaging to its mem-

bers, and not what was only against certain moral 

rules. 

From 1810 to 1886 the Netherlands’ civil law 

statute was a translation of the French Code 

Napoléon under which nonviolent intercourse was not 

punishable regardless of the sex and age of the part-

ners! Only after 1886, in the Netherlands’ first own 

penal code, Het Wetboek van Strafrecht, an age of 

consent of 14 years was introduced. The proposed 14 

years as the age of consent became 16 years in the 
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parliamentary discussions. A minority in the House of 

Commons used the opportunity to propose punish-

ment for homosexuality. But the majority refused: no 

moralizing in the penal code. But this was only until 

1911. 

 A catholic minister of justice finally was powerful 

enough to change the situation and penalize homo-

sexuality. This is the way laws are made.  

It is interesting that a socialist M.P. remarked at 

that time: ‘One day we’ll have to regret this, for ho-

mosexuality is not damaging.’ But this law was only 

for homosexual acts with persons under twenty-one 

years. It was the Nazis who, during their occupancy in 

the Netherlands made punishable homosexuality 

among adults. The Dutch parliament, according to 

Brongersma, did never accept this and declared later 

to deem this law as being non-existent.  

This went on until 1968 when the Speijer-Report 

was drafted in which all myths about homosexuality 

were disproved with profound scientific references. 

Inter alia, it was stated that since it was eventually ac-

cepted knowledge that children are sexual, the opin-

ion grew that the dangers from sexual encounters for 

children and adolescents have been overestimated. In 
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its conclusion, the expert commission stated that ‘se-

duction’ did not play the role that most people at-

tributed to it; they said that even in cases where the 

adult initiated the child in the sexual activity, the child 

in many cases awaited from the adult to be initiated.  

This was found to be true for both homosexual 

and heterosexual encounters between children and 

adults. Finally it was stated that initiation, in what sex-

ual direction whatever it led, could in many cases con-

tribute to a more mental and physical sanity, and no 

to depravement. 

Behold, all this is stated in an official document of 

the Dutch government. The Minister of Justice at this 

time, Polak, supported the report and made it a basis 

for a legal reform draft. The draft was so convincing 

that in the 2nd Chamber of the Dutch House of Com-

mons only 5 members out of 150 had voted against it

—these were from the ultra right-wing part of the po-

litical spectrum. The Dutch House of Lords adopted 

the draft bill unanimously. 

In October 1969, the Dutch parliament, according 

to the Speijer-Report, abolished the law which dis-

criminated homosexual pedophilia thus fixing 16 

years as the appropriate age of consent for man-boy 
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sexual relations, which was formerly 21 years. In most 

countries, the discrimination of homosexual pedophil-

ia is still existing, yet the ages of consent differ.  

In England, the Indecency with Children Act 1960 

makes punishable any act of indecency, or incitement 

to indecency, with or towards a child under 14, re-

gardless of the sex of either the child or the offender. 

In addition, and to repeat it, homosexual relationships 

were prohibited with persons under 21 years of age. 

The Policy Advisory Committee on Sexual Offenses 

(1981) has recommended that this age should be re-

duced to 18. 

—See Unlawful Sex (1985), 8.26 and 8.29. 

It is similar in Germany where the general age of 

consent is equated with the legal definition of 

‘child’ (person under 14 years of age), while there is a 

discrimination according to the nature of the relation-

ship: 14 years (§ 176 StGB), 16 in ascendancy relations, 

18 in dependency relations (§ 174 StGB) and 18 for 

homosexual acts (§ 175 StGB). 

—Dreher/Tröndle, Strafgesetzbuch und Nebengesetze 
(1985), §§ 174 ff. 
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In France, nonviolent indecent attacks (attentat à 

la pudeur sans violence) on a child under 15 years is 

punishable according to art. 331, al. 1er and 3 Code 

Pénal, but also nonviolent indecent acts on minors 

between 15 and 18 years if ascendancy relations are in 

question (Art. 331–1). Equally homosexual acts with a 

minor between 15 and 18 years of age are punishable 

(Art. 331– 2). 

—See, for example, Roger Merle, André Vitu, Traité de 
Droit Criminel (1982), pp. 1510 ff. 

In Denmark, the age of consent is 15 for both sex-

es, without any further discrimination of homosexual 

acts.  

In Switzerland, the age of consent is 16, but there 

is much criticism in the literature on this age of con-

sent and proposals are made to fix 14 years as a more 

appropriate age limit. Besides that, however, so-

called homosexual seduction is even punishable with 

persons above 16 years of age. 

—See Günter Stratenwerth, Schweizerisches Strafrecht 
(1984), pp. 28, 29. The same article (§ 191) of the Swiss 
Penal Code encompasses both dependency and ascen-
dancy relations as qualifications in punishment. 
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The Dutch legislation, too, foresees a protection 

clause for homosexual relationships with minors over 

16 years of age. Such relations are still punishable 

when the prosecution can prove ‘relevant danger to 

the child’ that was a consequence of the homosexual 

act and that would not have occurred in a heterosex-

ual encounter.  

However, such cases will be extremely rare. The 

scientific research upon which the Speijer-Report was 

based revealed that by the 16th year of life, the sexual 

propensity is developed to such an extent that a 

youngster who is heterosexual cannot be diverted by 

seduction into permanent homosexuality. 

—Unlawful Sex (1985), 4.17. 

In practice, the prosecution and police forces from 

that time until the 1990s refused in about 66% of all 

cases to file a criminal action for adults involved in an 

erotic relation with children beyond the age of 12.  

After the fundamentalist fascist drift in the Nether-

lands in 1996, as a consequence of American pressure 

and the worldwide public child abuse hysteria, how-

ever, the situation has changed very much for the 

worse.  
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Still in 1981, a petition of the association of the 

work group for pedophilia and of the greatest Dutch 

association of primary school teachers was presented 

to the Dutch government aiming at the total aban-

donment of all age of consent in sex laws.  

Another petition was presented in 1987 to the 

Dutch Minister of Justice proposing to specify condi-

tions under which the prohibition did not apply, no-

tably in those cases in which the child initiates or ac-

tively engages in the sexual activity. The petition was 

signed by a considerable number of persons includ-

ing law professors, lawyers, prosecution attorneys, 

physicians, psychologists, psychiatrists, psychothera-

pists, sociologists, youth workers, priests or authors, 

and was a representative sample of the Dutch society.  

Moreover, the recommendations of the Advisory 

Committee on Moral Legislation (Melai Committee), 

which were published in 1980, and the draft of a bill, 

presented to the Dutch cabinet in 1985 are worth to 

be mentioned. The Melai-Report proposed that the 

prohibition of sex with persons under 16 years of age, 

that however excluded dependency relations, should 

be changed into a prohibition of sexual rapproche-

ment of such persons, which means that the report 
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only wanted to punish pimps or brothels, or people 

who engage in a sex business involving children.  

The draft bill of 1985 contained a prohibition of 

sexual contacts with below 16-year olds that have 

been prepared or promoted by presenting or promis-

ing gifts, abuse of ascendancy or by deception.  

This decriminalization would only apply in non-

dependency relations. Thus, incest with children un-

der 16 would remain entirely forbidden. At present 

the age limit for incest is twenty-one. 

—Dr. Jan Schujer, Ministry of Interior, The Hague, 
Netherlands, kindly provided this information regarding 
the content of those petitions and the legal draft 
projects. 

As in the Netherlands, the debate in France, 

Denmark, Germany and Switzerland and other coun-

tries went on over years as to lowering the age of 

consent from sixteen to fourteen years of age. Com-

pared with the previous state of the laws however, 

that is, before the 19th century, a single lowering of 

the age of consent seems to be dysfunctional in that 

it looks like ‘propaganda for progressiveness’ rather 

than a real effort for drafting more rational criminal 
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laws. After all, we have to ask where is the justification 

for age fourteen? Why not thirteen, twelve or eleven?  

The question is if an age of consent has any ratio-

nale at all? At least, when fixing the age at the age of 

puberty, one could argue that puberty or sexual matu-

rity is a biological event that can be considered a jus-

tifiable landmark for reform drafts concerning the age 

of consent. 

Love Reform 

After these rather tedious details, I would like to 

focus on our initial question Love or Laws? and ask if 

we were not completely mistaken to engage in law 

reform rather than thinking about reforming our rela-

tionship with love?  

This sounds perhaps frivolous but is not meant to 

be; my perspective and effort for a new solution is se-

rious and not just a leisure occupation. I have now re-

searched on these topics for exactly twenty-four 

years, as I did my first basic research in Spring 1985, 

and have invested considerable time, energy and re-

sources to get a rather precise idea of how this par-
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adigm change in matters of human sexuality is to 

come about.  

For most feminist authors, the idea of a basically 

new societal attitude regarding love and sexuality is 

surely a point on their agenda. Nobody doubts this. 

And yet, when we rest with ideological positions, a 

larger perspective of truth seems to precluded, as we 

will stay with our particular bias, as feminists, as ho-

mosexuals, as pedophiles or as sensation-hungry 

journalists.  

I think it is significant that my first research study 

was rejected by Global Academic Publishers, a 

boylove editor in the United States and Netherlands 

who namely published Dr. Brongersma’s books. They 

thought my views were not radical enough and too 

much on the line of feminist ideas. Myself not being 

addicted to feminism, the reply of the editor surprised 

me, but it showed me to what extent most people 

think in established categories, unable to view life, 

and problems, from different angles. Truly, I do not 

need to be a feminist to correctly report what feminist 

authors think and write on a certain topic. And when I 

just leave it out from my study because I don’t like 
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feminism, I am not a scientific author, but a pamphlet 

smearer or boulevard press reporter. 

And in fact, I think we are clearly in an impasse 

once we begin to reform impossible laws, laws that 

were basically made during times of extreme irra-

tionality and by highly violent secular or religiously 

fundamentalist governments of the past, and that in 

many respects violate our most cherished constitu-

tional guarantees!  

When we see that, we are perhaps able to do that 

paradigm change right now, in our own conscious-

ness, by looking differently at the problem or our ba-

sic question. What do we want? Love? Or Laws?  

What do we need in a future society that will be 

based on rational and freedom-loving principles and 

that respects the individual and trusts the citizen? Is it 

more and more laws?  

Behold, I am not preaching a gospel here and I do 

not talk about an idealist principle. I am in fact against 

idealism and ideals because they are truly destructive, 

as Krishnamurti has shown, and because they have 

contributed a great deal to the present chaos of vio-

lence, superficial and blindfolding entertainment, en-
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vironmental pollution and the ruthless massacre of 

many of our most precious native cultures.  

When we talk about love, we do not talk about an 

ideal. Love is an energy that is all-present in the cos-

mos; love in all its forms, also as physical love, is part 

of life, of energy, and not a mental concept. And as 

such, it is reality, do what you will! Thus, when I talk 

about love, I talk about reality, the reality of nature, or 

of the universe. And this has been proven, in the 

meantime, by quantum physics, and that is by itself a 

major scientific paradigm shift that throws us, if we 

want it or not, into the holistic science paradigm of 

the 21st century. 

When we are at all serious as scientists, or as 

childcare professionals or child psychologists, lawyers 

or judges we cannot continue to close our eyes in 

front of children’s emotional, tactile and sexual needs, 

and we cannot continue absolving society for mutilat-

ing the child’s emotional and sexual wholeness and 

transforming children into schizoid personalities 

through the collective denial of their most basic and 

important emotions. And we cannot continue to justi-

fy abhorrently unjust, irrational and perverse laws with 

the smeary and non-verifiable argument they ‘pro-
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tected’ our children. While we know for sure that the 

best protection is freedom, and love! 
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